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parsuer s smw d, That any law or custom'that then was, is now annulled and
rescinded, as from the beginning. The defender answered, That no laws of
whatsoever tenor can be drawn back by invalidate deeds, done by the law and
custom for the time, especially as to matters penal, such as recognitions; so that
parties having acted bona fide, according to any thing they could know for a
rule, cannot fall in the penalty and certification of recognition, which imports
a contempt of the superior, and cannot be inferred by any deed legal for the
time. The pursuer answered, That the contempt is the same, when the vas-
sal alienates his fee without the superior's consent; and: when such alienations
being by law became void, and the superior's right of recognition revived, the
vassal did not after that time crave the superior's confirmation as heir; so the
Laird of Gight having never sought confirmation from the King since his Re-
storation, it is no less contempt, than if, since the King's Restoration, he had
alienated, especially seeing the King refuses confirmation to none who demand
it. It was answered for the purchasers, That the vassal being denuded in their
favour, according to the law standing for the time, his fault cannot lose their
right; for though he should collude against them, yet that ought not to pre-
judge them; and there being no obligement upon the vassal to seek a confir-
mation, tq the behoof of the purchasers, they cannot be prejudged for not ob-
taining the same. The lpurchaser answered, That the pursuer might have
craved the K4ig's confirmation of their right, both for themselves, and in nanxe
of Gight the immediate vassal, which Gight neither would nor could oppose.

THE Louas repelled the defences in respect of the reply, that no confirma-
tion was craved, neither by the vassal nor purchasers, his sub-vassals, which
they might have done if they had pleased , and therefore declared the lands to
be recognosced.

Ytair, v. z. p. 656.

z6 r. February 17.
'WrnatA GORDON against Sir ALexANDR MCULLocH of Ardwall.

WILLIAM GORDON, as donatar to the recognition of the barony of CardineS,
by alienation of the major part thereof, pursues a declarator of the recognition
against Sir Alexander M'Culloch, who stands now infeft'therein; who alleged
nb process, 1 ncause the pursuer produces no charter to show the lands to hold
ward, neither4dothhe produce the infbftmeInits libelled, by Which the recogni-
tion is alleged to be procured; and- if he shall get a term to-prove, 'An so litie-
contestation be made, the defender will eifhev 'be excluded from his defences,
which he cwnnot proponre or kbrw before he se -the infeftments, 6r otherwise
two i'tiscontestations may be in the sa-Mte Muse,;bly admitting of exdeptioen af-
ter the terrrr; ahd, albbitthese infeftm'eits be i'et the pursueres oiv writs, yet
he oughi to have uid affiriciditL Upon hik Aiimobas, to have dnpelled the
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4RECOGNITION.

No lo havers to produce the same, and so before litiscontestation, the defender might-
have proponed his defence. It was answered, That the pursuer is obliged to
produce no more in initio litis than his gift of recognition from the King, for'
the law presumeth that the King is superior, and that the lands are ward, un-
less the defender offer to prove the contrary. As for the infeftments, whereby
recognition is- incurred, they are not the pursuer's title, but. media concludendi,
which he may produce ad modum probationis.

THE LORDS sustained the process, and assigned a term to prove the infeft-
ments libelled for inferring the recognition, and reserved all the defender's de-,
fences after the production thereof, in the same manner as if they. were now
produced.

Stair, v. I. p. 723.

1672, 71dy 29-.
Lord HALTouN Treasurer-depute against Earl of NORTHESK.

TIE Lord Haltoun being donatar to the recognition of the lands of Craig,
pursues declarator thereon, upon this ground, That Craig had disponed the lands
in favour of Pittaro younger, his brother's son, in March i660, upon which
disposition,- saisine was taken in May 166o. This disposition having been- re-
duced in Parliament 'anno 1662, as having been obtained from Craig by circum-
vention, Craig did dispone the lands to the Earl of Duindee, who being debtor
to the Earl of Northesk, he is now.infeft in the lands upon an apprising against
Dundee, and thereupon allegetb absolvitor; Imo, Because the disposition grant-
ed by Craig to Pittaro, which is the cause of the recognition, being reduced in
Parliament upon a circumvention, it cannot infer recognition, which necessarily
requires a deed done in contempt of the superior, alienating the fee, and ob-
truding a stranger vassal without his consent, which can only be a deliberate
act, and not to be such an act wherein the vassal was circumvened; but in
this case the vassal was not only, circumvened. by the.motives, inducing him to
subscribe the disposition, but it appears by the decreet of Parliament reducing
the disposition, that the, grounds of the reduction were, that Craig when he
subscribed it was drunk, and. that it having been communed that he should'

only ratify a' bond of failzieo which he had-formerly granted to Pittaro, instead
of that ratification, Pittaro presented, this disposition wholly different, -which

Craig subscribed without reading the same; so that. either of these grounds

were sufficient alone to hinder recognition, in respect that -there was no real
consent. given by the subscription, the subscriber having been drunk, and sub-
scribing one writ, in place of another.; or at least it can be no deliberate consent
to infer contempt of the superior and recognition of the fee. The pursuer
auswered, That the vassal having -subscribed, which did alienate the fee, the

superior was not obliged to enquire by what motives he. wasinduced to doit,
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